Modeling the three-dimensional structure of RNA.
The limited number of RNA structures determined by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy compels the use of experimental and theoretical methods that are less precise to obtain information on RNA conformation. RNA flexibility, a consequence of rotational freedom about seven intra- and internucleotide bonds, is unfortunately of such magnitude that these alternate techniques fall short of providing sufficient information to build robust tertiary structures. Various RNA modeling methods, described herein, permit the organization of this structural data to the form of three-dimensional structures. Interactive computer graphics techniques, for example, have generated several useful models. Also, conventional computer algorithms involving the minimization of empirical energy functions, previously limited to small molecules, are giving way to methods able to handle much larger molecules. Modified distance geometry and molecular mechanics algorithms, using simplified "pseudoatom" representations, can generate structures consistent with input data. A constraint satisfaction algorithm combined with discrete representations of nucleotide conformations systematically explores poorly defined regions of a molecule yielding all-atom representations, but requires enough structural constraints to avoid a computational explosion.